Abstract
Introduction
by stepwise reassignment of velocities every 500 steps. The simulation was continued 117 at 310 K for 100 000 steps (200 ps). During minimization and equilibration phases, runs. Shapshots were saved to disk at 1 ps interval for structural analysis.
128
The initial structure of the SEV9/MHC complex (PDB code 1kpv) were also can be found between 0 and 15, depending on the local structure of water. 
where:
In the above equations, . denotes average value for a a set of snapshots alogn a Hence, the binding free energy is:
The average properties can be computed directly from the MD trajectory snap-
172
shots. In the current study, the last 5 ns were used, assuming that equilibrium was 173 reached after the first 5 ns of the simulation. 5000 structures were utilized for the
174
SASA and E M M calculations, while 50 structures (one every 100 frames) were used trajectories. The only exception comes from the Ala8 residue. As it has been noted,
227
the C-terminal residues showed increased mobility (higher RMSF values), and this
228
is very well reflected in the distribution of its backbone dihedral angles.
229
The initial values of -61
• and 150 close contact (distance less than 4.5Å) with a side chain heavy atom from Pro9.
409
These hydrophobic interactions further stabilized the peptide/MHC interactions,
410
and along with the hydrogen bonds strengthen the anchoring role of Pro9. 
430
The BSA value in the x-ray structure of the SEV9 peptide was 1076Å 2 , while 431 the BSA value in the MUC1-9/MHC complex after restrained energy minimization 3.00 98.6 98.7 Horizontal axis is for φ and vertical axis is for ψ angle respectively. The plots represent propability density maps, z-axis is the percentage of frames found within 10
• dihedral angle bin. The adjacent colour bar is used to identify regions of low (grey) versus high (blue) populations. 
